Gainful Employment Disclosure AY 2022-2023
Post-baccalaureate Certificate in Health Communication

This program is designed to be completed in 1 Year.

This program is estimated to cost $8,851.68 if you complete it within normal time. There may be additional costs for living expenses. These costs were accurate at the time of posting, but may have changed.

The calculation of debt for the students who completed this program within normal time cannot be released because the Department of Education requests that data be withheld for privacy reasons when there are fewer than 10 students meeting all conditions to complete the certificate in a year.

The program does not lead to any known licensure in the state of Indiana or other states.

For more information about graduation rates, loan repayment rates, and post-enrollment earnings about this institution and other postsecondary institutions please click here: https://collegescorecard.ed.gov/

Note: Students are counted only if the certificate was their primary or secondary curriculum record. International students are excluded from median loan debt calculations. Debt information does not reflect cumulative borrowing for all students who completed this certificate. Loan debt figures include only loans for the semesters in which this certificate was the students’ primary or secondary academic objective.